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Introduction

This talk consists of three parts:

•Describing the Standard Model. 
Adleman’s model of DNA-based 
computing.

•Criticizing the Standard Model.  We 
present an analysis that considers the 
effect of instance size on concentration 
and chemical reaction rates.

•Describing a Nonstandard Model.We 
describe a speculative biochemical system 
(CNA) that substantially realizes the goal 
of a “one-molecule processor.”
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The Hamiltonian Path Problem.

Given a graph G, determine whether or not 
G has a path that visits every vertex 
precisely once:

The blue path is “Hamiltonian.”

The Hamiltonian path problem is NP-
complete, i.e.,

•Search problems can be compiled into 
instances of Hamiltonian path.

•The best known algorithms require 
exponential time.
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Adleman’s Idea: Use DNA molecules to 
represent edges, in such a way that 
reactions will assemble molecules 
representing paths.

To this end, we assign a DNA address to 
each city, and build edge molecules with 
“sticky ends”:
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These reactions continue, building 
molecules that correspond to longer and 
longer paths.  We then search for molecules 
that represent Hamiltonian paths by:

(1) Filtering for those molecules of 
appropriate length (e.g., by gel-
electrophoresis), and

(2) Filtering for those molecules that 
contain sequences associated with every 
city (e.g., by affinity chromatography)

If there is any DNA left, it must consist of 
molecules that represent Hamiltonian 
paths.

Why bother?

The enormous potential parallelism of 
chemical reactions. Avagadro’s number is 
huge compared to the instruction rates 
obtainable by traditional computational 
technologies.
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Now for the bad news…

Line Graphs
A line graph Ln consists of n+1 vertices 
{0,1,...,4}, and n edges {(0,1), (1,2), ...,
(n-1,n)}, e.g., the graph L4:

Line graphs are the simplest graphs that 
contain Hamiltonian paths.  According to 
standard analyses, it takes log(n) biological 
steps to discover that Hamiltonian path in 
the line graph Ln:

step 1 {
step 2 {

Identifying "steps" with "time" leads to the 
conclusion that Adleman's algorithm 
requires logarithmic time.  An analysis 
based on  reaction rates suggests otherwise.
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Reaction Rates

To simplify our analysis, we make the 
following assumptions and conventions:

• The units of volume and mass are chosen 
so that the maximum working 
concentration of DNA in solution is 1.

• All annealing reactions occur at the same 
rate, and the units of time are chosen so 
that the reaction rate constant is 1.

• We identify chemical compounds with 
the paths they represent.

Thus, the reaction

a+b => c

will proceed at a rate 

d[c]/dt = [a][b].
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For the line graph Ln, the initial concen-
tration of each compound representing an 
edge will be (at most) 1/n.  Consider a 
typical first step reaction:

step 1 {
step 2 {

This will proceed at an initial rate of 1/n2, 
and will fall along with the concentrations 
of initial edge molecules thereafter.  Thus, 
the time required to reach a given 
concentration of the molecule 
v0v1 will grow quadratically in n.

A more sophisticated argument shows that 
the time required to produce Hamiltonian 
path molecule is at least Ω(n2).
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Instance Size vs. Limiting Concentrations

Adleman observed that the size of the 
feasible solution space for Hamiltonian 
path can grow exponentially in problem 
size.  At what point does this become a 
problem?

•A vertex is a source if its in-degree is 0. A 
vertex is a pseudo-source if its out-degree 
exceeds its in-degree.

•A vertex is a sink if its out-degree is 0. A 
vertex is a pseudo-sink if its in-degree 
exceeds its out-degree.

     
•A vertex is transient if its in-degree equals 

its out-degree.
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For a particular path p through a graph, we 
can compute its equilibrium yield by 
multiplying:

•The initial concentration of its starting 
edge,

•The probability that the starting node is 
"start-terminal",

•For each interior node, the conditional 
probability that a path passes through 
that node, and

•The probability that the ending node is 
"end-terminal."
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For example, consider the following simple 
graph:
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The equilibrium concentration of the blue 
path will be

1/6 x 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 = 1/96,

which might be less than you'd expect.  In 
fact, this graph has five Hamiltonian paths, 
only two of which contribute to the 
equilibrium concentration of Hamiltonian 
path molecules:

Path: (2 3 0 1)   Concentration: 0
Path: (0 1 2 3)   Concentration: 1/96
Path: (1 2 3 0)   Concentration: 0
Path: (3 0 1 2)   Concentration: 0
Path: (1 3 0 2)   Concentration: 1/96

Final concentration: 1/48
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Indeed, it is not difficult to find graphs that 
have only one Hamiltonian path, and that 
path begins at a pseudo-sink and ends at a  
pseudo-source:

0 3 421 5

The unique Hamiltonian path (indicated in 
blue) has a limiting concentration of zero.  

Note that Adleman’s graph begins with a 
(true) source, and ends with a (true) sink. 
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Scaffolding: A Palliative

One plausible workaround involves 
reducing Hamiltonian path to s-t 
Hamiltonian path by adding a new source 
and sink vertex, and edges from the source 
to all the old vertices and from all the old 
vertices to the sink:

0 3 421 5

a

b

This results in a small, but nonzero yield:

Path: (a 0 1 2 3 4 5 b)    Concentration: 1/15309
Final concentration: 1/15309
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Exponential Loss

Adleman observed that the size of the 
solution space for Hamiltonian path grows 
exponentially in instance size--an attribute 
common to all known NP-complete 
problems.  This leads directly to the 
expectation that the equilibrium 
concentration of Hamiltonian path 
molecule can fall exponentially in instance 
size.  This turns out to be true even for 
graphs with only linearly many edges.
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The Simple Feedback Graph Fn has n+3 
vertices {0,1,2,...,n+1}, forward edges {(0,1), 
(1,2), ... ,(n,n+1)}, and back edges
{(n,1), (n-1,1), ..., (2,1)}, e.g., F3

A simple analysis shows that the 
equilibrium concentration of Hamiltonian 
path molecule for Fn will be 1/2n+1(n+1)2.  
More complicated examples can show 
O(1/nlog(n)) loss of concentration.
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Conclusions

•Biological computations need to account 
for concentrations and reaction rates as a 
routine part of their complexity analysis.

 
•Attempts to "improve" biological 

algorithms can have an unexpectedly  
affect on concentrations and reaction 
rates.

•The 1020 limit can be reached faster than 
might be expected.  We can give a 19 
vertex graph which contains a single 
Hamiltonian path with equilibrium 
concentration less than 10-20.

•There are biological structures and 
systems in addition to DNA 
recombination that may have useful 
computational potential.
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Open Questions

•Implementing the CNA model.

•Message passing in CNA.

•I/O integration with electronic 
computers.
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